Rating systems (like Elo and Glicko-2) have previously been used for predicting the expected score that a player will achieve on a level. We present an approach that predicts not a single score, but an approximate cumulative distribution function over possible scores. This approach assigns each level an array of multiple ratings for different score thresholds. Our long-term goal is twofold: first, to dynamically change level difficulty for each player by using this CDF to tailor the target score required to complete a level; second, in human computation games (HCGs), to identify players capable of setting new high scores that could correspond to improved solutions to underlying tasks. To move towards this goal, we explore the rating array approach using two datasets: one gathered from the HCG Paradox, and one generated from idealized players and levels. We examine the accuracy of the CDF and the expected scores it predicts, as well as its use in serving levels to players who could set new high scores.
INTRODUCTION
Human computation games (HCGs) are games that seek to leverage the collective abilities of humans in order to help solve problems that are computationally intractable or cannot readily be solved using automated methods. Previous work [6] has demonstrated the feasibility of using rating systems for matchmaking between players and levels of HCGs as a means of overcoming the difficulty Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. balancing challenges inherent within such games. These challenges stem from levels in HCGs not being suitable to modification for difficulty adjustment since they model real world problems and any changes could compromise the validity of a level's link to the underlying problem. More recent work [25, 28] has attempted to circumvent these issues by assigning Glicko-2 ratings to players based on skill and to levels based on difficulty and then using a matchmaking algorithm to pair players and levels of comparable skills and difficulties respectively. This achieves difficulty balancing by modifying the order in which levels are served rather than by modifying the levels themselves. While these methods have shown improved player engagement, they require fixing a single target score cutoff for each level to determine if a player wins or loses based on if they score higher or lower than this cutoff.
In this work, we introduce the concept of rating arrays to avoid having to use a single predetermined score cutoff for a level to decide win/loss outcomes. The idea behind this approach is to treat each level not as a single player, as in past work, but as a group of multiple players, each representing a different score threshold. Assigning a rating to each such threshold for a level (using the rating array), rather than to the level as a whole, allows us to perform matchmaking not just between players and levels as before, but between players and (level, score threshold) pairs. This further enables us to match players with levels at dynamically assigned thresholds based on player skill rather than with levels at the same fixed cutoffs for all players, as in past work. Additionally, having an assigned rating for each score threshold of a level allows us to model a cumulative distribution function (CDF) over possible scores that the player can achieve on that level. This gives us the added ability of predicting not just a single score that a player is likely to achieve on a level, but their probability of achieving any possible score. These benefits can prove particularly useful in the context of HCGs where new high scores for levels represent novel and/or improved solutions to the underlying problems. Furthermore, combining the rating array method with past approaches for ratings-based matchmaking [25, 28] in HCGs could also identify players able to set new high scores and match them with levels at appropriate score thresholds while additionally performing dynamic difficulty adjustment.
In order to test these potential benefits and evaluate the accuracy of the proposed CDF, we applied the rating array approach to match data from the HCG Paradox (shown in Figure 1 ) as well as to synthetically generated match data. This work contributes 1) a description of the new rating array-based approach to playerversus-level matchmaking and 2) a three-part evaluation of the approach in terms of its accuracy and usefulness for player-versuslevel matchmaking.
BACKGROUND 2.1 Player Rating Systems
Rating systems such as Elo [9] , Glicko [10] and Glicko-2 [11] assign skill-based ratings to players in order to produce fair matches by pairing up players of similar skill. While primarily employed in competitive player-versus-player settings like chess, such systems have found increasing use in other situations involving pairwise [13] or setwise [27] comparisons.
Additionally, these systems have also been used in the playerversus-level (PvL) domain for matching players with levels of a certain difficulty rather than with other players of a certain skill. For example, the platformer Jumpcraft [29] applies Microsoft's TrueSkill [14] rating system on the outcomes of player attempts for ordering levels according to difficulty. In such PvL usage, each level is assigned a single rating indicating how difficult it is to complete that level. In this work, we extend this by assigning multiple ratings to a level, with each rating indicating how difficult it is to achieve a corresponding score on a level.
Difficulty Balancing
Due to the previously discussed constraints imposed by HCGs, common methods for dynamic difficulty adjustment such as modifying in-game parameters [17] , changing the design of a level [7] , generating level segments of specific difficulties [20] and player modeling [33] are not readily applicable within HCGs. Aside from using rating system-based matchmaking, other techniques have been used to balance difficulty in such games. For example, both Xylem [22] and Binary Fission [4] used task size as a rough heuristic to determine the difficulty of levels. Relatedly, though educational games benefit from having known solutions to levels (which is not the case for HCGs), they suffer from similar obstacles to difficulty adjustment in having to balance fun and difficulty with a specific underlying objective. Within such games, Butler et al. [3] combined player data with solution features for levels to dynamically order levels in increasing difficulty commensurate with player skill. Similarly, Liu et al. [21] balanced difficulty using a system that adaptively generates new levels based on player performance on earlier levels. Though such progression-based balancing may not be directly applicable within HCGs, it may be utilized for onboarding and improving tutorial sections, as shown by Horn et al. [15, 16] who combined learning progressions with the skill chain model [5] to analyze tutorial sections for both Paradox and the HCG Foldit.
Difficulty balancing in HCGs using rating systems involves assigning ratings to players and levels and performing matchmaking to serve levels to players accordingly [25, 28] . Thus, based on a player's rating, they are dynamically served a level based on how difficult it is expected to be for that player to complete that level. Though effective, this approach does not give us information about how difficult it is for players to partially complete levels, which in an HCG would represent partial solutions to problems and thus may still be useful. Using rating arrays as proposed in this work enables us to determine how difficult a level is for a player at various stages of completion. Hence, this may enable more granular dynamic difficulty adjustment. 
Score Prediction and Difficulty Estimation
In addition to matchmaking, rating systems have also been used to predict player scores on HCG levels. Williams et al. [32] used both Glicko-2 and Elo to predict outcomes of player-versus-level matches in Paradox, finding that Glicko-2 outperformed Elo and other baseline measures in terms of prediction accuracy. While we use a similar method for making predictions to test the accuracy of the CDF, the rating array approach gives the added ability of estimating the probability that a player will achieve a certain score (e.g. a new high score) on a given level. Outside of HCGs, Isaksen et al. [18] used survival analysis to predict a player's likelihood of achieving a certain score which in turn was used to estimate hazard rate and level difficulty. This approach is similar to our use of the CDF to estimate the probability of a player getting less than or equal to a given score. Similar to score prediction, Mourato et al. [23] predicted player success and failure rates for completing platformer levels using estimates of challenge posed by level elements. In general, score prediction and difficulty estimation are inherently related since player scores on levels depend on the degree of challenge offered by the levels. Difficulty estimation is an important game design problem [1] and has seen a wide variety of research across different types of games. In educational games, Szabo et al. [30] estimated the difficulty of in-game tasks using a method based on Bayesian probability theory. Puzzle games in particular have proven to be a popular testbed for difficulty estimation research. Ashlock et al. [2] used evolution to determine the difficulty of Sokoban levels, using mean time-to-solution and number of failures of the evolutionary algorithm as heuristics for estimating difficulty. Isaksen et al. [19] used models of strategy and dexterity to perform score analysis on the puzzle games Tetris and Puzzle Bobble as a means of difficulty estimation. On the other hand, van Kreveld et al. [31] analyzed various features of puzzle game levels to estimate their difficulty. Sarkar et al. [24] used a similar methodology to estimate level difficulty within the context of HCGs. Focusing on the difficulty of tasks in general rather than game levels, Guid et al. [12] modeled difficulty estimation as a problem of searching through solution alternatives and the relations between them, evaluating their model on chess.
METHOD
Here we describe our approach to using a rating array to estimate and update score cumulative distribution functions (CDFs). We assume possible scores are in the range [0, 1]. For a player-level pairing, the score CDF gives a function from a score to the probability that the player will not get higher than that score on that level. Thus, given a player p, and level l, we want to determine the cumulative distribution of the score s p,l that player p achieves on level l (for clarity, we omit the subscripts p, l from s), given as:
(1) Our approach is to use a rating system to predict the probability of a player passing certain score thresholds on a level. We used the Glicko-2 rating system [10, 11] to predict these probabilities (although other systems could be used). We use θ to refer to a set of Glicko-2 rating parameters and µ for the rating mean.
Each player p has a rating θ p , with µ p initialized to the Glicko-2 default rating of 1500.
Instead of a single rating, each level l has an array of n ratings θ t l , using the superscript t ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} as an index into this array. Across all levels, there is an associated array of score thresholds τ t for these ratings. We assume that the score thresholds in this array are valid scores but not the maximum possible score (τ t ∈ [0, 1)) and strictly increasing (τ t < τ t +1 ).
In this work, we used an array of size n = 10, and score thresholds evenly spaced at increments 0.1 apart (τ t = (t −1)/10). We initialized the level rating array for a level l as a smoothly increasing curve around 1500, using the function µ t
Given a player's rating and a level rating array, we can begin to construct the score CDF with the probabilities that the player will pass each of the score thresholds. We useF t s to refer to the probability that score threshold τ t will not be passed by the player (that is,F t s = P(s ≤ τ t )). These can be considered as paired comparisons between the player and a level's score thresholds, giving the probability that the player will not pass each score threshold. To estimate the outcome of the comparison between the player and a level threshold, we use the Glicko-2 E дl 2 function:
where the rating means µ and variances ϕ 2 -both parts of the rating θ -as well as the outcome y and the function д are all as used by the Glicko-2 system [11] . Since it is not possible for the player to pass the maximum score for a level (P(s ≤ 1) = 1), we define an additional threshold, with τ n+1 = 1 andF n+1 s = 1, for convenience. Given all theF t s , we construct F s (x) by linear interpolation between them:
After a player attempt at a level, we update the player's rating and all the ratings in the level's rating array as though the player had played simultaneous matches against all the thresholds; i.e., if the player scores s, the player loses against all ratings with thresholds where s ≤ τ t and wins against all ratings with thresholds where s > τ t . In practice, we found that this update could sometimes lead to cases where the ratings for score thresholds were not strictly increasing (that is, could lead to µ t l ≥ µ t +1 l ). In order to ensure that ratings were strictly increasing, we performed a post-processing step that adjusted ratings if needed. The post-processing increased ratings for thresholds above s and decreased ratings for thresholds below s (if needed) such that µ t l + 1 ≤ µ t +1 l . More specifically, for thresholds below s, if we had an instance of
DATA SETS
We evaluated the rating array approach on two sets of match data: one gathered from Paradox and another generated from idealized players and levels using Elo. Each data set consisted of a timeordered list of matches with each match consisting of a player, a level, the result (i.e. complete/forfeit/skip) and the player's score on that level. 
Paradox
Paradox is a 2D puzzle game where each level represents a MAX-SAT constraint satisfaction problem. The player's score for a level corresponds to the percentage of constraints in the underlying problem that they are able to satisfy by assigning boolean values using different tools. A player completes a level by reaching the target score for that level. More detailed descriptions of the gameplay and how levels model MAX-SAT problems are given in prior work [8, 28] .
To gather match data from Paradox, we ran a Human Intelligence Task (HIT) on Amazon Mechanical Turk. We recruited 100 players with each being paid $2 upon completing the HIT. Players had to complete eight tutorial levels. These levels were used to familiarize players with the mechanics of the game and data from these levels was not used in our evaluations. After the tutorial phase, players proceeded to the challenge phase which consisted of 50 levels served in random order, each of which the players could skip (i.e. move to the next level without making a move), complete (i.e. reach the target score for that level) or forfeit (i.e. move to the next level having made at least one move but fail to complete the level). Each player could see each level only once during the playthrough. In the version of Paradox used in this work, the target score for each challenge level was set to 100%, which was not attainable for some of the levels. Players were able to exit the game, complete the HIT and receive payment once they had skipped/forfeited at least 5 challenge levels. Out of the 100 recruited players, we excluded from our evaluations one player who had errors in their data and another who just skipped through all 50 levels. Thus, the final gathered data set consisted of 98 players taking part in a total of 691 matches.
For the match data, each instance of a player seeing a level was treated as a match. Scoring in Paradox is based on the number of constraints a player has satisfied. For the purposes of analysis in this work, we normalized scores using the highest score a player achieved on a level such that having the initial number of constraints solved (the level's in-game starting score) was a score of 0 and solving all the constraints (an in-game score of 100%) was a score of 1. This ensured that scores remained in the range [0, 1] and allowed players to cover a wider range of possible scores for a level. If a player skipped a level, their score for that match was taken to be 0.
Idealized Elo
We also used a data set generated by simulating idealized players and levels with the Elo rating system [9] . We chose the Elo rating system to generate idealized data as it is a similar rating system to Glicko-2. To create this data set, we generated 100 players and 50 levels with Elo ratings selected uniformly at random between 900 and 2100. We then simulated 1000 matches by randomly selecting a player and level. The player's score for the match was their Elo expected score based on the Elo rating of the player (R p ) and level (R l ). This score is given by the equation: 1/(1+10 (R l −R p )/400 ). There were no skips in this data set.
EVALUATIONS
To evaluate the rating array method, we looked into: 1) measuring the accuracy of the cumulative distribution function in predicting probabilities of events; 2) computing the error between expected and actual scores; and 3) deciding if we could serve a player a level that they would set a new high score on.
For both data sets, we played back the matches, and used our rating array approach to update the ratings for the players and level arrays. For evaluation, predictions were only made for matches in which both the player and level had been involved in 3 prior attempted matches (i.e. matches where the player made at least one move). Note that during playback, the ratings updates and CDF computations were done using all the matches up until that point of the playback, and predictions were made only on future matches whose results had not yet been incorporated into the updates and computations. That is, the matches until the current point of playback when the computations and updates were calculated can be viewed as the training data and the future matches which were used for evaluation can be viewed as the test data. An example of some resulting score CDFs are shown in Figures 2 and 3 . Each evaluation method is described below. 
CDF Accuracy
To examine the accuracy of the CDF, we wanted to examine if scores happened as often as they were predicted to by the CDF. In order to do so, we looked at the probability that scores would fall into ranges as predicted by the CDF. For each predicted match, we looked at all ranges of scores between intervals at multiples of 0. . We then used the CDF to compute the probability that the score would fall in each range. We then grouped these probabilities into bins by 10% and counted the percent of times each happened-i.e. counting how often scores that were predicted to happen between 0-10%, 10-20%, ..., 90-100% of the time actually happened within the predicted range.
As evaluation, we compared the center of the predicted probabilities within each bin (e.g. 5% or 0.05 for the bin from 0-10%) with the observed probabilities within that bin. A plot for each data set is given in Figure 4 . We computed the Pearson's correlation between the center of the predicted probably bin and observed probabilities for each data set. For the Paradox data set, we found a correlation of 0.980 (p < 0.001), and for the Elo data set, we found a correlation of 0.995 (p < 0.001).
Estimating Scores
In addition to determining the accuracy of the CDF, we also wanted to examine the accuracy of the player scores predicted using it, specifically in comparison to using a single Glicko-2 rating per level as in Williams et al. [32] .
For this evaluation, for both data sets, we computed the root mean square difference (RMSD) between the actual score achieved by players on levels and both the expected score E(s) predicted by the score CDF as well as the expected score predicted using a single Glicko-2 rating per level, denoted as Err cdf and Err gl2 respectively. We also looked directly at the RMSD between the CDF and Glicko-2 score predictions, denoted as Diff cdf-gl2 .
The expected score E(s) predicted using the CDF is given by:
Since our construction of E(s) is piecewise linear, we can compute its integral as the sum of trapezoid areas:
Results are given in Table 1 .
Setting New High Scores
For our final evaluation, we wanted to look at how well the rating arrays can be used to decide how to serve levels to players with the aim of setting new high scores, while also performing dynamic difficulty adjustment. This is particularly useful in HCGs as new high scores for levels could represent potential novel solutions to the underlying problems that levels represent. In previous work, dynamic difficulty adjustment in Paradox has been done by adjusting the "desired loss rate" (DLR) for players. The DLR for a player is the likelihood of losing against levels that we would like for that player and is used to match players with levels of appropriate difficulty. The player's DLR is computed based on their skill as indicated by their current Glicko-2 rating. As a player's rating goes up, so does their DLR, causing them to be matched up with harder levels. This loss rate is discussed in more detail in prior work involving Paradox [25, 28] .
A benefit of using a score CDF is that we could adjust the difficulty of any given level for a player by changing the target score required for that player to complete that level when we serve it to them (e.g. a player with a higher rating will have a higher target score and thus a higher DLR for that level). Used in-game, such a target score represents the score a player needs to pass in order to complete the level; thus, we might expect that players would work to pass their given target score for a level and then move on to the next level if they are successful. Thus, we are interested in target scores that are greater than the maximum score seen on a level since if the player were to achieve them, it would be a new high score.
We explored two possible approaches to selecting the next level to serve to a player with regard to setting a new high score. First, a level could be served to a player simply if their expected score for that level s exp , as predicted by the CDF using Equation 5, is greater than that level's current high score s max . This approach may work well for setting new high scores, but does not take into account the player's DLR for dynamically adjusting the difficulty. To account for this rate, we also consider that a level could be served to a player if both their expected score is greater than the level's current high score and their desired loss rate score s dl r is greater than or equal to the level's high score s max (as a player must pass s dl r to complete the level). This additional constraint on the s dl r means that in some cases, we would not serve levels to players where we expect them to set a new high score since a low target score may cause them to stop playing before they achieve a high score. Thus, we might miss out on some potential new high scores, but might also benefit from engagement effects of dynamic difficulty adjustment when incorporating the s dl r .
To compute the player's s dl r , we first compute their desired loss rate DLR, as in prior work involving Paradox, using the equation:
where α = 0.00628 and β = 1850. This is done so as to give the player a DLR of 10% at the starting rating of 1500. We then use each level's rating array to determine the player's expected value of crossing each of the level's score thresholds. These expected values combined with the player's current DLR allows us to use interpolation to find the player's s dl r for that level (i.e. 
. The player's s exp for that level is simply their expected score for the level (i.e. s exp = E(s)).
To test if these scores are useful in deciding which levels could be served to players for setting new high scores, we played back the matches while keeping track of the highest score seen for each level s max . These were initialized to 0 for each level and so it was easier to set high scores earlier on. During the processing of each match, we used the player's current rating to compute their s exp and s dl r against each level in the game to compare the two previously discussed approaches. For each level, as a proxy to see what would have happened if we decided to serve that level, we then checked all of that player's future matches to see if they went on to play that level, and if so, compared the score they achieved s act to see if it would have set a new high score for that level. Results of these comparisons for both data sets are given in Tables 2 and 3 . Since for each match in the data, we can make these comparisons for multiple future matches, the total number of comparisons exceeds the total number of matches. Note that instances of s exp being greater than a level's s max represent predictions that the player will be able to increase that level's high score. However, with the added constraint on s dl r , we are no longer simply serving levels to players whenever they are expected to improve the high score since we may decide not to serve such a level for the purpose of dynamic difficulty adjustment. However, we can still evaluate the properties of when we decide we could serve a level to a player based on if they would have improved the high score. Thus, instances where we decided we could have served a level to a player because they were expected to improve the high score, and the player's s act turns out to be greater or lower than s max , can be regarded as true positives and false positives respectively. Similarly, decisions to not serve a level because the player is not expected to improve the high score and the player's s act turns out to be greater or lower than s max , can be regarded as false negatives and true negatives respectively. To better evaluate these decisions, we used the following metrics with TP, FP, TN and FN representing the total number of true positives, false positives, true negatives and false negatives respectively:
• Precision: probability that a player who could be served a level to improve the high score, does improve it when served that level: TP/(TP+FP) • Recall: probability that a player who improved the high score could have been served that level to improve the high score: TP/(TP+FN) • False Omission Rate (FOR): probability of missing a player who would have set a new high score on a level: FN/(FN+TN) • Accuracy: probability that the decision to serve or not serve a level to improve the high score, was correct overall: (TP+TN)/(TP+TN+FP+FN) Metric values for both data sets are given in Tables 4 and 5 .
DISCUSSION
Based on our evaluations, the CDF was able to predict score ranges for players with a reasonably high level of accuracy. For both data sets, the predicted probabilities were shown to be highly correlated with the observed probabilities. Moreover, based on our results for computing error in score estimation, we found that the estimation error when using the CDF was very similar to that when using a single rating per level, being slightly lower for the Elo data set and slightly higher for the Paradox data set. The expected scores predicted by each approach were also relatively close to each other. Thus, in demonstrating that the CDF accurately predicts player score ranges and performs similarly to using a single level rating in terms of estimating specific player scores, these results help validate the CDF, and in turn, the rating array method used to derive it.
In terms of decisions about serving levels to players to set new high scores, we found that the metrics in Tables 4 and 5 (except for Precision) get worse upon adding the additional constraint involving s dl r . As mentioned in the previous section, we would expect this since by including the s dl r -based constraint for dynamic difficulty adjustment, we withhold serving certain levels where we expect players to improve the high score. Thus, there is a trade-off between increased accuracy using only s exp and the ability to perform dynamic matchmaking when also using s dl r . Ultimately, the goal of player-versus-level matchmaking systems in HCGs is to balance player engagement with finding new solutions to problems. Hence, in addition to helping derive CDFs and estimating player scores, the rating array method was also motivated by its potential in helping identify players able to set new high scores while also keeping the game sufficiently challenging. Though the s exp -based method may more accurately suggest which levels players are capable of setting new high scores for, in not taking the player's current skill into account, it ignores the fact that a suggested level may be too difficult or not difficult enough for the player. Thus, combining s exp and s dlr allows us to retain the ability to adapt the game's difficulty to the player while still serving players with levels whose high scores they are expected to improve.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This work presented the concept of using level rating arrays for the purpose of improved player-versus-level score prediction and matchmaking, particularly within the context of human computation games. Using this approach enables us to derive cumulative distribution functions for estimating probabilities of player scores on levels as well as decide if a level should be served to a player to try to set a new high score.
Since this work focused on describing the approach and testing it by playing back previously gathered match data, necessary future work is to evaluate this approach via an online experiment that uses rating arrays to perform matchmaking. The motivation for incorporating rating arrays into existing matchmaking systems for HCGs is to be better able to find new solutions by serving players levels that are both comparable to their skill as well as ones whose high scores they are likely to improve. Thus, performing a live matchmaking experiment using rating arrays to determine which levels to serve to players would be the natural next step for this research. This could involve more precisely defining the process of dynamically setting target scores for levels and of updating player and level ratings when players succeed or fail in reaching said targets, as discussed earlier in this paper, ultimately helping in validating and/or improving these processes. Examining players in this dynamic setting could also offer important insights into player behavior such as if players keep playing after reaching the target and if they exhibit more engagement when we use dynamic target scores rather than fixed targets like in past work.
Future work could also look at improving upon the prediction metrics when incorporating the desired loss rate. In addition to the loss rate function given in this paper, prior work in Paradox has examined other, potentially more engaging, difficulty curves [26] which might lead to better results when used with rating arrays.
Finally, we applied the rating array method to just Paradox so it would be worth investigating how this method works when applied to other games. It would also be interesting to explore if rating arrays could be applied in other types of games. For example, it may be possible to apply rating arrays to levels in educational games where increasing score thresholds could represent progressively harder concepts to be learned.
